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$1. ISTRODUCTIOS 
INTHIS paper every topological space will be assumed to be path-connected and pointed and 
to have the homotopy type of a CW complex of finite type. Unless stated otherwise, the 
ground field for any algebra or vector space will be Q. A map between commutative 
differential graded algebras (DGA’s) inducing an isomorphism on cohomology will be 
called a quism. 
We will use AX to denote the free commutative graded algebra on the graded vector 
space X. The subspace of AX consisting of all products of length k of clcmcnts of X will bc 
dcnotcd A’X. If(AX. 4 is a DGA, then d,: X -+ A’X is the quadratic part of the dilTcrcntial 
d. i.e. d - d,: X + X @ ArJX. It is easy to show that (AS, dl) is itself a DGA. 
If T is a topological space. the Lustcrnik -Schnirclmann catcgory of 1: denoted cat 7; is 
the lcast intcgcr m such that T has an open cover by nt + I open sets, each contractible 
within T. It is clear. for cxamplc, that cat.‘?” = I for cvcry n 2 I. 
It is easy to show that cat(S x T) 2 cats + cat 7: for every pair of topological spaces 
S and T ([7]). Both strict inequality and equality can occur. The only known cxamplcs of 
strict inequality, however, arc ones in which S and 7’ have homology torsion at unequal 
primes. 
Ganca’s observation of this behavior led him to conjccturc [4] that 
cat(T x S”) = cat T + I 
for cvcry finite complex T and n 2 I. 
(1) 
In [l] Felix and Halperin introduced rational catcgory, an algebraic approximation to 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. The rational category of a space S, cat,S. is defined to bc 
the rational category of its Sullivan minimal model (AX, (r) ([ IO, 51). dcnotcd cat,(AX, d). If 
(A, d,) is a DGA, then cat,(A. d,) is the least integer m such that, if (AX, d) is the minimal 
model for (A. dA) and (AX @ A Y, D) 2 (AX/A’“X, cl) is a minimal model. then the inclu- 
sion of DGA’s 
(AX,II)~(AX@AY,D) (2) 
admits a DGA retraction. 
In general cat,S < cats for every space S. Felix and Halpcrin proved that if S is simply 
connected, then cat,S = cats,, the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of the rationalization 
of S. They then asked whether cat,(T x S”) = cat,T + 1. i.e. whether a rational equivalent 
of Ganea’s conjecture holds. 
A second approximation to Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, Meat,, was defined by 
Halperin and Lemaire in [6]. For a DGA (A, d,). Mcat,(A. dA) is the least integer m such 
that the inclusion in (2) admits a retraction of differential graded AX-modules. If S is 
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a topological space. then Mcat,S is defined to be hlcatO~~X. 4. where (AX.4 is the 
Sullivan minimal model for S. It is clear that hlcat, I cat,. In [8]. moreover. Jessup 
succeeded in proving an analog of Ganea’s conjecture for Meat,. He showed that 
Mcat,(T x S”) = ;11cat,T + I (3) 
for every simply connected T and n 2 2. 
Before describing the result in this paper, a historical remark is in order. In 1974. several 
years before the work of Felix and Halperin on cat,,. Toomer constructed an approx- 
imation. e,, to Lusternik-Schnirelmann category [ 1 I]. It turns out [S] that if (AX. d) in the 
Sullivan minimal model for a space S. then e,S is the least integer m such that the inclusion 
in (2) admits a differential Q-linear retraction. Clearly, e,S I Mcat,S for every topological 
space S. It is well-known [I I] that 
e,( T x S”) = e, T + I. 
Toomer asked if e, T = cat T for every space T. Lemaire and Siprist gave an example, 
however, in [9] in which e, 7’ = 2 and cat T = 3. Furthermore, in [3] the authors showed 
that there exist spaces T for which e, T = 2 and cat T = x. 
The primary result proved in this paper is the following 
TtnmwM 0. For my topolo~icrrl spucc S, 
cat,S = Mcat,,S. (4) 
In pwticulur, if S is rtrtionul und sinrply conr~c,ctc~I, tlt1~1 cat S = M cat,,% 
Combining this thcorcm with Jcssup’s result (3). wc obtain 
cat,,(T x S”) = cat,,T + I (5) 
for cvcry simply connected Tand TV 2 2. It follows at once that Ganca’s conjccturc (I) holds 
whcncvcr T is a rational. simply conncctcd space and n 2 2. 
Rrmrrrk. Toomer showed in [I I] that e,,S < 2 3 c,,S = cats. )lis result implies im- 
mediately that Mcat,S < 2 = Mcat,S = cat,,.% Thcreforc. WC riced only prove (4) in the 
case Mcat,S 2 2. 
In the remainder of this paper nt will drnoto an integer greater than I. Furthermore, 
(AX,(I) will always be a connected minimal KS-complex, i.e. X will be taken to admit 
a well-ordered homogeneous basis {x,) such that dcg.v, L I and ~.Y,E A(.yy:.x,, < x,) for 
every z and if xg -z x,, then dcgxl, 5 degx,. 
Let (AX @I AY. D) 4 (AX/A’“X, cr) bc a minimal modcl. We will establish (4) by 
proving the following algebraic result. of which Thcorcm 0 is an immcdiatc corollary: 
THEOREM I. If the inclusion (AX, cr) 4 (AX Q A Y, D) &nits u rctrtrction of di,$wnfiul 
graded (AX. &modules, thrn it admits u DGA rctruction. In purticulur. 
Mcat,(AX, 4 = cat,(AX, d). 
Note that a connected minimal KS-complex is not necessarily simply connected and 
thus is not necessarily a Sullivan minimal model for a topological space. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we will first develop a thorough understanding of the 
minimal model for the algebra (AX/A’“X. d). WC will show that (AX @I AY. D) can be 
constructed so that 
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(i) Yis a bigraded vector space and Y = Bt L , YMb*+, where M, = m + (m - I)@ - 1); 
(ii) if ye Yyk.‘, then D~E[A+X@((Q@ Y<‘Mr~r’)$AZY<Mk~*]r:Mk+l.r, where 
(Ax)p*q = (APX)P’? 
Here. the bidegrees are ordered lexicographically, as they will be throughout the 
remainder of the paper. so that (pO.qo) <(p,, ql)opO < p, or p. = p1 and q. < q,. 
Once we have established (i) and (ii), we will make the following 
Dejnition. Suppose 4: Yi(Mn.s’ + AX @ A Y is a vector space map of total degree zero 
and r: (AX 8 A Y, D) 4 (AX, d) is a (AX, &module map. Define a map of graded algebras 
P: AX @ A Y<(.w..I) + AX and a p-derivation 8: AX 8 A Y<‘,wn.” 4 AX Q A Y by 
1 
(i) plX = id, and p(y) = i;r(O(y)) for each y in YMr,*, 
(ii) 0(X) = 0 and 8(y) = kp(y) - 4(y) for each y in Ywk.*. 
We will then be able to prove 
THEOREM 2. There exisls a vector space map 4: Y 4 (A.U @ A Y)zm.* such lhczl 
for erery y in YMr, 
WY) = I - WJy) 
Theorem 1 will be shown to follow directly from Thcorcm 2. Hcncc, by proving 
Thcorcm 2. we will establish Theorem 0. 
Remark. Assume that (AX,d) is a simply conncctcd minimal KS-complex such that 
fI’(AX, d) = 0 for all k > n. Suppose that n: (AX @ A Y, D) --* (AX/ArmX, d) is a minimal 
model and that p: (AX 8 A (y: dcgy < n), D) + (AX, d) is a DGA map. Then it is easy to 
extend IJ to a DGA map p: (AX @ A Y, D) -, (AX, d). 
The fact that any algebra map can be extended over the whole algebra (AX @ A Y, D) 
once it has been defined on (AX @ A(y: degy < n), D) implies that in the construction of 
the algebra retraction p: (AX @ A Y, D) -+ (AX, d) in the proof of Theorem 2. only finitely 
many primes actually are required to be inverted. In particular, if AX is (r - l)-connected. 
then only those primes less than (n - 2)/(mr - 2) need to be inverted in order for the proof 
to work. 
Arising from these observations, there is the following 
PROBLEM 1. Suppose T is any n-dimensionul. (r - I)-connecred spuce (r 2 2). Let P he rhe 
set of primes {p: p 2 (n - Z)/(mr - 2)). Is it then true thul 
cat(T,,,, x S”) = cat TCp, + I? 
Another interesting question is 
PROBLEM 2. Is cat(S x T) = cats + cat Tfor u/l rutionczl spuces S und T? 
$2. CONSTRUCTIOS AND PROPERTIFS OF TIIE MINIMAL MODEL FOR (AX,‘A’“X. d) 
Let (AX.4 be any connected minimal KS-complex. The process of building up the 
minimal model for (AX/A’mX,d) described in [2] begins with the construction of the 
minimal model for (AX,‘A’“X, d,). 
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The first step in the construction is to make X. and hence AX. into bigraded spaces by 
setting X” = Xi.“-l. Then (IIX)~.~ = (ApX)P+q. 
Notice that d2 has bidegree (I, 0). It is clear that the map 
Ic:(AX,dz)‘(A-Y:A’“X,d,) 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology in bidegrees less than (m, 0) and an injection on 
cohomology in bidegrees less than (m + I, 0). This implies. as stated in [Z]. that there is 
a minimal model 
n:(AX@AY.&AX/A’“X.d,) (6) 
where Y = @j 2 m Yj**. n has bidegree (0.0). 6 has bidegree (1, O), and 6 maps Yj.* into 
AX @ AYSj.+. 
The process of building up the minimal model (6) can be carried out so that 
where 
yJ.* = @ Yk’ * 
k.?O 
&Yi*)cAX@(AY<‘**@ Y’iX 1. 
Throughout the rcmaindcr of this paper we will use the notation YJ.k to denote the space 
Yi,*. Employing this new notation, we can now write 
b( Yj*‘) c AX @ A Y”‘.k’. 
In the notation (p, y) for this bigradation on AX @ A Y, the degree p will bc called the 
filtration dagrcc. When only one upper dcgrce is written, it will always dcnotc the filtration 
dcgrcc. 
The mod4 for (A,X/AzmX, d2) has very nice structure, the existence of which is the key 
to showing that Mcat,.S = cat& The important properties of this structure are sum- 
marizcd in the following lemmas. 
LFMMA I. fxr M, = m + (m - l)(k - I). Then Y = @,.a, Y”**+. 
Proc$ The minimal model for the map (AX, d,) + (Q. 0) is of the form 
(AX 6 AX, A) : (CL 0) (7) 
where X is bigarded so that X0.” = X ‘u” for every n, and A has bidcgree (1,O) and extends 
d2 on AX. In particular ,y = X O**. 
From (7) we dcrivc the following two quisms 
[(AX C3 AX 1 @,,x(AX @ A I’), A C3 1 
and 
+ 1 @&(AY,S) 
51: (AX @ AXIA’“X, A). 
Here, d denotes the reduced differential. 
Since AX = ( AX )O**, 
H rm.*(AX @ AX/A’mX, A) = 0. 
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Hence, we have that H ‘“‘*(AY, 6) = 0. In particular, H’(AY, 6) = Y”‘,‘, since 6 maps 
Ywl.* into A’X @(Q @ YH1.+) and therefore 8( Y,wl.*) = 0. 
This shows that H(A Y, $) is the cohomology of a wedge of spheres. which implies that 
the reduced differential d can be taken to map Y V’.wl.* into AZ Y-and is injective in Y’.“‘.*. 
The lemma now follows by induction. Q.E.D. 
This lemma shows that Y actually has a nice, “discrete” sort of structure. In the 
following two lemmas. the discrete nature of Y will be used to obtain great control over the 
differential in the minimal model for (AX/A ‘“X, d), the algebra with the original 
differential. 
The lemma below, which can be proved by standard perturbation methods. is a result 
form [2]. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that K: (AX @ A Y, 6) 4 (A.~/A’mX. d,) is thr minimcll model con- 
structed in [Z]. There exists a diffrrrntiul D on AX @ (aS @ Y,ul.*), extendiny don AS, such 
thut 
(i) the mup K: (A.U 0 (Q @ Y”I.*), D) -+ (AX/A ‘“x. cr) is u di@wntiul grudcd 
(AS. d)-module yuism and 
(ii) D - 6 maps Y,M1.* into A’mc’X @ A’*,~ @ Y”‘.*. 
WC next prove a result analogous to Lemma 2 for Y’M1.*. 
LFMMA 3. Thcw is u djf;lbcntiul D on AX Q A Y .srrc~h t t 
(i) D extends the di$wntiul constructed in Lemmu 2 on AX @ (Q @ Y”‘** ). 
(ii) D = I @d + (II on Y’“‘**, wherc!w(YP~Y)c [A’X@(Q9@ Y”p~y’)]~pt’~*, 
(iii) I[: (AX @AU, D)d(AX/A’“X) is u DC.4 quism. 
Prooj: Once D has been dctincd so that (i) and (ii) are satislicd. then (iii) will automati- 
cally hold. 
To see this, note first that n has been constructed so that it is already an alpcbra map. 
Next, it is clear that for every y in Y, Dye(AX Q A Y)‘“‘, Thcrcfore nDy = 0 = dny. WC 
already know that x0.v = dnx for each x in X, since D extends d on X. This implies that 
T[ will be a DGA map. 
The inclusion (Q $ YM1*+, $) 4 (A Y, &) is a vector space quism. Hence we have the 
following commuting diagram. 
(AX@(Q@ Y”I*+),D)L (AX@AY,D) 
1= In 
(AXIA’“X, 4 2 (AXIAwmX, 4. 
Therefore n: (AX @ A Y, D) --* (AX/A’mX, cr) must be a DGA quism. 
Assume that w has been defined to satisfy (i) and (ii) for Y<‘“**“. Note that the case 
Y “‘Mz*o’ was done in Lemma 2. 
Choose y in YMk*‘. It is evident that $y~( A* Y<Mr*+) and so 
D(&,) = w(&,)E[ A+X~(AS?Y<Mk.+)<fMscI..)]ZMrtI.*. 
Thus WC can write 
D(&) = r&) + r,(v) + ~20.) 
where r,(y)eA+X 0 AiYcMr.* for each i. 
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Observe that 
(1 @J)s,(y)EA+X @I A’YcMk** 
and 
D’($y)--(1 ~~)r,(y)EA+X~AI\‘*Y<.ur.*. 
Hence, since D’(&) = 0, we know that (1 @ s)r,(y) = 0. 
Now, s*(y) can be written as Zpivi. where pi~A’X and vi~A2YCML** for all i and 
the ,u, are linearly independent. This implies that $vi = 0 for each i. Hence, because 
H(AY.&)= Y, HI** for each i there exists yi in Y<‘Ms,r’ , such that 6y, = vi. 
Therefore 
D(Jy) - DZp i_F’i = D(&v) - (1 @ S)Zpi_Yi - O~~iyi = 00(y) + U,(y) 
where a,(y)eA+X @ AiY<‘Ms.r’ for each j. 
Because D(&) - DZp,y, is a D-cycle, (I @I $)a,(~) = 0. From this it follows that 
~,(_v)EA+X @ YM1**. Thus 
a”(y) + ~,(~)E[A+X@(CP@ Y”‘**)]‘Mr+l**. 
By Lemma 2. there exists R in [A’X @(Cl @ Y”~.*)]zMr+‘** such that 
DC! = O,(Y) + al(y). 
Thus D((~y - ~ccyi - n) = 0. 
SC~ w(y) equal to - ~~liyi - R. Note that UJ(_Y)E[A*X @(Q $ Y”Mk*l’)]‘Mrt’**. 
Define c!)(y) in this way for every y in YMr*‘. 
Extend D to a derivation on AX @I A Y s(“~*‘J by setting D equal to S + Q on YMr.‘. 
Then D’ is a derivation which is zero on both AX @I A YCCMr.” and Y”‘&*’ and hence on all 
of AX @ A yd~Mr.~l. 
Thcrcfore D’ = 0 and our choice of w on YMr*’ meets the conditions of the 
Icmma. Q.E.D. 
Remmk. Lemma 3 shows that in the minimal model 
n: (AX @ A Y, D) : (AX/A’mX, d) 
the differential D has the remarkable property that DzEAX @ As2 Y for every 2 in X @ Y. 
In particular 
yE Y.rrk.l *DyE[,,+X@(Q@ y<(Mr.rl)$A~y<Mr.+]~Mr+~.+, 
43. ALGEBRAIC THEOREM AND PROOF 
Assume that (AX, d) is a connected minimal KS-complex with Mcat,(AX, 4 s; m. Let 
(AX 8 A Y, D) be the minimal model for (AX/A’“X, 4. 
In this section, knowledge about the differential D in the minimal model (AX @ A Y, D) 
will be used to prove 
TILEOREM I. If the inclusion (AX, d) 4 (AX @I A Y, D) admits a retraction of d@erenfial 
graded (AX, cl)-modules, then it admits a DGA retraction. In particular, 
Mcat,(AX, d) = cat,(AX, d). 
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Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 below. It is necessary, however, to 
make the following definition before proceeding to the statement of Theorem 2. 
Drjnition. Suppose 4: I’<‘21”.s’ + AS @ A Y is a vector space map of degree zero. 
Define a homomorphism of graded algebras p: AX @ A Y<‘ym.” + AX and a p-derivation 
8: A;Y @ A YCt.“n.s’ d A.Y @ A I* by 
(i) p/S = id, and p(y) = ~~(c#J(_v)) for each y in Yys, 
(ii) B(S) = 0 and S(y) = /C/)(J) - 4(y) for each y in I-.Mr. 
Note that Lemma 3 implies that 12.y @ AYCtM-.” is closed under D. 
THEOREM 2. T/wrr vsists a wctor sptrce mup (6: Y 4 (AX Q A Y)‘“‘. * such that 
D& _v) = kp(Dy) - U(Dy) 
for twry y in YIf4. 
(8) 
Before presenting the proof of Thcorcm 2. WC establish the following 
Rrnltrrk. Suppose C/J has been defined in Y<‘,W-*r’ to satisfy (8). Then the following three 
equations hold for every clcmcnt of AS @ A Y”““.“: 
(i) r0 = 0, 
(ii) pD = dp. and 
(iii) UD = DU. 
In particular. once Thcorcm 2 has been proven, the a&bra map 1~: AX @ A Y + AX 
associated to the vector space map (/J constructed in the theorem will bc a DGA map, as 
equation (ii) will hold at cvcry stage in the construction. Hence, Theorem I is a corollary to 
Thcorcm 2. 
Proo/‘oj’(i). Since 0 is a p-derivation, it follows that Im 0 c AX @ U( YCcMn*‘)). The fact 
that r is a A-Y-module map thus implies that it is enough to show that d(y) = 0 for all y in 
Y “Mn.“. If YE Y”* for some k 5 II, then 
d(p) = r[kp(y) - 4(y)] = Icy(y) - r+(y) = ky(y) - kp(y) = 0. QED. 
Proo/oj’(ii). Note that for u and h in AX @A YC’Mn*“, 
(pD - dp)(t~h) = i~[(Dtt)h + ( - l)J’y”~(Dh)] - d(p(a)p(h)) 
= (~JD - dp)(u)p(h) + ( - I)“““p(u)(pD - dp)(h). 
In other words, ~JD - dl~ is a p-derivation, which is also clearly a AX-module map. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that equation (ii) holds for every y in YxCMn*“. 
Choose y in I’wb for some k 5 n. Then 
d/J(Y) = $ drcb(y) = i rD44.v) = h r(kp(Dp) - U(Dp)) = p(Dy) - l rU(Dy) = p(Dy). 
Q.E.D. 
Proo/c$(iii). It is clear that DO - UD is a AX-linear p-derivation. since by definition 8 is 
a p-derivation and p commutes with D. Hence. all that is necessary to show is that if ye YMk 
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for some k I n. then (DO - AD) = 0. But y in Y”, implies that 
DO()) = D(kp(_V) - f/J(.)) = kdp(y) - D&y) = kdp(g) - kpD(y) + eD(y) = eD(y). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The theorem will be proved by constructing r$ on the YP.‘J 
consecutively by increasing bidegree. 
To begin the construction of $J, choose &J) to be y for each y in YM1. Then 04(y) = Dy. 
p(y) = r(.d. and H(y) = r(y) - y. This implies. since p, r, r - id, and 0 are all AX-linear, that 
in the AX-module AX Q (Q 0 Y”!). p = r and 6, = r - id. But as was proved in Lemma 2, 
if ye Y.“t, then DJEAX @(Cl @ Y”‘). Therefore 
p(Dy) - O(D_r) = r(Dy) - (r - id)(Dp) = Dy = D&y). 
It is now sufficient to show that if 4 has been defined on Y<‘Mn*S) to satisfy (8), then it can 
be extended to YS’,“n.S! 
Choose y in Y.““.‘. It is clear that D[np(Dp) - O(Dy)] = 0. so np(Dy) - tl(Dy) is a cycle. 
We will show that ni~(D.r) - ~(D_F)E kern. and hence must be a boundary. In particular, 
since 
(AS @ AY)‘” c kern c (AX @ A Y)zm 
and kern is acyclic. there exists (t, in (AX @ A Y)‘m such that D@ = np(Dy) - U(Dy). Then 
cxtcnd fI, to Y”*,.’ by dclininp f/~(y) to bc 4). Thus WC have only to show that 
n[n/‘(nJ) - O(Dy)] = 0. 
From Lemma 3 it follows thal 
Thcrcforc, 
DJE[A~*‘~ ,v’BA+,X@ Y~c.~“..~,~A2YcMn..]~M*+l.+. 
DY = Ii/o(Y) + V+,(Y) + @r(Y) 
whcrc $,,(y)~A’x’” .X. II/,(_v)E[A’X 0 Yc’M**“]‘Mn, and I+~(~)E(A~Y<“‘~)~*+*. In order 
to show that n(q~(Dy) - U(Dy)) = 0. WC: will prove that 
for each i. 
Notice first that 0(+,(y)) = 0 by definition of 0. Also, since A”““X c A’“X, 
n(nll/,(y)) = 0. Therefore, equation (9) holds when i = 0. 
Next we compute n[np($,(y)) - 0(1/1~(y))]. A typical term of $,(y) looks like pz, where 
~EA+X and ZE Ywh for some k 5 n. It isevident that ifk is less than n. thenpEAzmX,since 
P= has filtration degree strictly greater than M, = M, + (m - l)(n - k) and 
M, + (m - l)(n - k) 2 M, + m. Now 
a(np(p:) - O(p)) = n((n - k)w(=)) + ~b(kp(=) - @))I. 
Clearly n((n - k)pp(z)) = 0, as /I~)(z)E A’“X if k < n. and otherwise n - k = 0. 
Notice that p(ki~(:) - (I(:)) = p&z). Thus. because ~(:)E(AX @I AY)>” and hence 
&(:)E(AX @ A Y)‘“. we find that n[p(kp(:) - 0(z))] = 0. Combining this with the results 
of the previous paragraph, we obtain that equation (9) is true for i = I. 
The final step is to calculate n[nr~($~(y)) - U(IJ~(J))] and to show that it is zero. It is in 
this calculation that the ncccssity of inverting k in the definition of p will become evident. 
This final summand. I,$~(_v), of Dy is composed of terms of the form UL’, where UE Y”‘, 
DE Yaw*, andj+k=n.Thisisclcarbccausej+k=n~M,+~f~=~f,+l.Now 
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np(ur) - 61(w) = rip(u))(c)) - B(u)p(c) - p(u)8(c) 
= UP04 - w4)P(C) + p(u)(b(c) - d(c)) = 4(u)p(c) + pwm. 
Because &J(U). ~(L’)E(AX @ AY)““. it follows that np(ur) - B(w)E(AX @ AY)‘“and so 
n(np(uc) - O(W)) = 0. Therefore. rt[np(ll/,(_~)) - 0($,(f))] = 0. 
Thus x[np(Dy) - I] = 0 and so Theorem 2 is proved. Q.E.D. 
$4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALGEBRAIC THEOREM 
Presented in this section are some interesting topological and algebraic consequences of 
the theorem proved in the previous section. 
THEOREM 3 (Ganea’s conjecture for rational spaces). 1f T is a simply connected rational 
spcicr. thm 
cat(T x S”) = catT+ I 
fir ertsry n 2 2. MOW yenrrully, if R is a simply connected rationul spuce and e, R = cat R. 
thtv1 
cat(T x R) = cat T + cat R. (10) 
Proc$ Recall that for rational spaces T, Meat, T = cat, T = cat T. 
Jcssup proved [X] that under the hypothcscs of the theorem 
Mcat,T+ c,R s Mcat,(T x R) s; Mcat,T+ Mcat,,R. 
Since Thcorcm I implics that Meat,, 7’ = cat T and M cat,, R = cat R, WC obtain 
catT+catR~cat(Tx R)<catT+catR 
i.e. 
cat(T x R) = cat T + cat R. (11) 
Since Felix and Halpcrin proved [I] that cat,,S = catSo for all simply connected spaces 
S and by hypothesis R and T are both rational, equation (I I) implies that (IO) holds. 
Since cats” = I. we know that Mcat,S” = e,S” = I as well. Therefore 
cat T + I 5 cat,(T x S”) 5 cat(T x S”) 5 cat T + cats” = cat T + I 
from which it follows that cat(T x S”) = cat T + I. Q.E.D. 
Definition. Let (AX, d) be a minimal KS-complex and (AX @ A Y, D) 5 (AX/A’“X, d) 
be a minimal model. Suppose Q c K is a field extension. Then catK(AX, d) is defined to be 
the least integer m such that the inclusion of DGA’s over K 
(AX,rc)c;(AX@AYY,D) (12) 
admits a retraction of DGA’s over K. Mcat,(AX, d) is chosen to be the least integer m such 
that the inclusion in (12) admits a retraction of ditferential graded (AX 8 K. &modules. 
It is clear that Mcat,(hX, cl) s Mcat,(AX, 4 and cat,(AX, d) 5 cat,(AX, d) for every 
minimal KS-complex (AX, d). 
TtIF.oRrM 4 (Invariance of cat, under field extension). Lef (AX, d) hf a KS-complex with 
conncttcd cohomoloyy. Suppose that Q c K is afield extension. Then 
cat,(AX, d) = cat,(AX, cr). (13) 
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Proof In [8] Jessup proved that Mcat,(AX, 6) = Mcat,(AX, d). It follows that 
cat,(AX. d) = Mcat,(AX, d) = Mcat,(AX, d) 5 cat,(AX, d) 5 cat,(A.Y, 6). 
Therefore (13) holds. 
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